
 

New! Flash Epson Cx4300 VERIFIED

i downloaded epson update "fix files" and its been about a week and a half and the ink cartridge
won't even work. it's like, you put in the cartridge and no ink. i've gone through about five of these
cartridges so far and they won't do anything. i tried to do a "get service request" with epson and

they just kept saying the printer was out of warranty. i feel like the inkjet in my sister's printer and
mine are no good at all because i did exactly what they did. i do not want to send this epson

cx4300 back for repair because i spent $400 on a printer that doesn't even print right. i tried to go
through the firmware update process again, this time it got to 30% and i selected the option to
download the printer drivers. i then selected to go to https://tricoregroup.com/drivers/epson-

xp-7100/ , but in my browser it was not possible to get to that page. i then tried to open the drivers
by downloading them from the website, but it failed. i tried again with the link

http://tricoregroup.com/epsonxp7100driver instead of the one with the [https://] but still no joy.
there is an epson representative at my workplace and he has advised me that i can take the printer
to any epson store to get the firmware updated. i would rather not do this as i have heard of many
people who have bad experiences with epson over the years. the xp-440 is one of the rare epson

printers that work through downgrade. it's basically a very old version. therefore, you should
contact the company for help or disable that feature. i would be very wary when attempting this

process, as i'm not sure what will happen to your printer. yes, you can get downgrade instructions
from the company which is here , but they have something like 200 pages of directions, so if you
follow it, you might be going down the wrong path. if possible, i'd recommend just buying a new

printer to replace it or reselling it. have a nice day.
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i would love to get that printer but i live in the
uk. i have found a dealer in uk that has got a
few of these (and they are a very good price)

and he says that i can buy them direct. he says
that the epson website does not work in the uk
and that they are the only dealers selling the
printers. hi jake, i have an epson cx4300 and

have had problems with it. i can't seem to get it
to print. i have tried to find the firmware for the
printer on the internet but can't find it. i have

tried everything and i can't print. i have tried a
new cartridge but it still won't print. it worked
fine before, with the latest driver it stopped

printing completely. i have tried to use a reset
button and it doesn't seem to work. i have tried

using the latest driver that comes with the
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printer and it won't print. i have tried to reset
the printer to factory settings but that doesn't
work. i have tried to install the new firmware
and have gotten an error message. i have no
idea how to fix it. i have tried to use the reset

button to try and change firmware but that
doesn't seem to work. my brother in law has an

epson printer and it doesn't have a reset
button. i am at a complete loss. thank you for
your support on this issue, i've been trying to

figure out how to do a firmware downgrade for
a long time. i've looked at all the firmware

revisions for several of epson's printers and
tried to downgrade the printer's firmware using
the windows update tool, but was unable to find

a valid firmware update for the printer's
firmware. thanks to your post, i finally figured

out a way. the only problem is that this
procedure required an 8 gb flash drive to be
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inserted into the printer in order to download
the new firmware. does anyone know if a

firmware upgrade can be downloaded to a usb
memory stick? 5ec8ef588b
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